IPAL

Kabi: take control
of the whole system

IPAL: THE SYSTEM
THAT ADAPTS TO
YOUR LIFESTYLE
IPAL is the smart home and access control system
that adapts to your lifestyle. Just as if you were on
the sofa, with your mobile phone you can control –at
any time and any place– who’s been to visit you in
your absence. You can also program your home to
so that you can find it to your liking on your return.
IPAL combines a technologically
advanced system with a very
careful design that will provide
trol e
n
you with safety and comfort.
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EASILY MANAGE ALL FUNCTIONS
WITH YOUR MOBILE PHONE
With IPAL by ALCAD, the free app available for Android
and iOS, you can manage calls, door opening and home
automation functions configured on the main monitor
with your mobile phone, thanks to its connection to the
Wi-Fi network. Just as if you were at home.

The 7 and 10-inch KABI monitors with capacitive
touch screen. Our indoor units are the heart of the
entire IPAL system: their simple lines, alongside
with their light tone, make it possible to install them
in any room, with quick access to all their functions
thanks to their intuitive and simple menu. And to
offer an even more real experience, KABI allows you
to personalize rooms with a photo of the room with
connected devices, assigning the necessary icons. (*)
(*) This action must be carried out by a professional.

More info

Home automation devices:
intelligent and sophisticated
We have everything you
need for your smart home:
mechanisms to control lighting
or curtains; smoke or motion
sensors; and smart plugs that
save energy. Its glass-like
finish, in white, will add a
touch of design and sophistication to your decoration.

Triple switch
touch buttons

INTELLIGENT THERMOSTAT
The IPAL digital wireless boiler thermostat saves energy, customizing the
temperature of a room according to the
hours of the day, even remotely through
the IPALTherm app (available for Android
and iOS).

Door/window
wireless sensor

Intellingent
plug

Wireless smoke
sensor

IPAL

Avant-garde style
video intercoms

MIRU
Glass-like finish
with a capacitive
keypad.

EIDER
Vandalproof
street panel
that combines
a glass-like
finish with an
aluminum
chassis.

IPAL KIT:
PERFECT FOR SMALL
INSTALLATIONS
The IPAL kit has everything you need to transform a
small installation into a powerful intelligent home,
including an anti-vandal entrance panel with a
push button and RFID access
control.
It is ready to add all the
devices and sensors from the
IPAL catalogue, making it an
ideal option for single-family
houses and offices.
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Miru and Eider street panels will be the first thing
your visitors see. For this reason, we have conceived two video intercoms with an avant-garde style
that stand out for their
robustness and elegance.
And if you hate carrying
your keys at all hours,
don’t worry: they incorporate the iACCESS access
control system using an
electronic key.

Welcome to
your smart
home

